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Forthcoming Papers 
Future issues will include the following papers 
BABAI L., GOODMAN, Ao Jo and LOVASZ, L., Graph with Given Automorph-
ism Group and Few Edge Orbits 
CHU, WENG-CHANG, Some Multifold Reciprocal Transformation with Appli-
cations to Series Expansions 
GOULDEN, I. Po, The Number of Involutions with r Fixed Points and a Long 
Increasing Subsequence 
HADDAD, L. and ROSENBERG, 10, Partial Sheffer Operations 
HANSSENS, Go, Polarized Spaces of Rank 3 which are Locally a Direct 
Product 
NESETRIL, Jo and HELL, Po, Images of Rigid Digraphs 
LIEBLER, R., The Classification of Distance-transitive Graphs of Type 
qoKq,q 
MAEMERS, W 0 Ho, Regular Two-graphs and Extensions of Partial 
Geometries 
MULLER, To, A Group-theoretical Generalization of Pascal's Triangle 
O'KEEFE, Co Mo and PENTI1LA, To, Hyperovals in PG(2, 16) 
PACHNER, Uo, PoL. Homeomorphic Manifolds are Equivalent by Elementary 
Schellings 
PASINI, A., Groups for Geometries in Given Diagrams II: On a Charac-
terization of the Group Aut(HS) 
PELC, A. and RIVAL, I., Orders with Level Diagrams 
SAGAN, Bo Eo, A Maj Statistic for Set Partitions 
SHPARLINSKY, I. Eo, On the Distribution of Values of Recurring Sequences 
and the Bell Numbers in Finite Fields 
